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for forty years the studio lab has offered students a unique opportunity to get hands-on with the techniques and
materials used in contemporary architecture and interior design. in its new iteration, the studio lab is back and better

than ever. the studio lab is a unique environment that is part classroom and part workshop, allowing students to
construct and take their first steps in designing a working interior space. a lighting workshop will help students

understand how light interacts with design and shape the design process. the course will introduce students to real world
materials and processes and will lead to project-based inquiry into the role of materials and technology in contemporary
interior design. students will also be introduced to the strategies and techniques employed by architects and designers
to execute their ideas into the built environment. the studio lab is a unique environment that is part classroom and part
workshop, allowing students to construct and take their first steps in designing a working interior space. students will
have access to state-of-the-art tools and techniques that will allow them to build a space that is true to their design
intent. materials selection will be at the core of this course. students will be introduced to real world materials and
processes and will be able to construct their own projects. the studio lab will help students understand how light

interacts with design and shape the design process. the course will introduce students to real world materials and
processes and will allow them to think critically about the relationship between materials and technology in

contemporary design.
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designing for creativity & the mind covid-19 has caused a lot of uncertainty. this uncertainty is not only in the
physical world but also in the mental world. with everyone glued to their screens, designers are finding themselves
doing more and more sketching and designing with their minds alone. the future of workplace design & certification

workplace practice is the future of interior design. smithgroup is working with our community of practitioners to
elevate the profession. we are launching a certification program that will make us eligible to be awarded the adi

designation. we are also partnering with the adi to create new content and resources that will aid our community.
hear from wanda jackson, director, smithgroup. the workplace is back in session as summer came to an end and i

prepared my son to head back to school, my thoughts drifted back to a time when my work was focused on
designing schools. no matter if the project was for a higher education or grade school client, even decades ago we
spoke of the need to create environments that would better serve learners of all types and styles. hear from alexis

kim, principal and workplace practice strategist, smithgroup time as the new variable in workplace design
programming over the pandemic i, like many, dove deep into gardening and garden design. one of the fascinating
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things i discovered is that landscape architects design two plans: one for the initial planting installation and a
second for the ultimate design, at the 5-year mark when the plants have grown to their mature form. they also do
four studies to consider how their design morphs over the seasons to ensure there is year-round visual interest.

their process reflects the inherent understanding of the dynamic nature of the craft. hear from melissa hanley, co-
founder, principal, and ceo of blitz. 5ec8ef588b
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